Jack of all trades?
When asked several years ago if he had a goal in freediving, Sebastian Naslund replied without hesitation: "Sixty
meters constant no fins, before I die." He came halfway across the world, sailing the last 2500 nautical miles in an 8
meter boat, to finally reach the mark in a warm-up competition before the world championships.
Sebastian is chief organiser of this year's event, and on competition days he is found ruling a megaphone over the dive
platform, announcing top times, bossing safety divers and calling updates to the spectators on the shore. So it was
even more of a feat when, on the day of the men's CNF heats, Sebastian handed his duties over to his assistant Filip,
donned wetsuit and goggles, and levered his spidery frame down to 65 meters and back, for another Swedish national
record.
Well done Sebastian, the athletes of the 2009 World Championships salute you!

Sebastian in an Orca swimskin suit, breast-stroking down to 65 meters (213 feet) and back.

Sebastian was overtaken by copatriot Christian Ernest, but with another mini-competition scheduled for the day off
between the finals, he may yet have the last word...

Men CNF heats

Tatsuma Kitahara (left) and Jason Weller Barrett (right and below), diving to 43 and 47 meters. Jason's was a new
CNF record for Spain.

above: Pavel Alcocer of Venezuela, all smiles after a clean dive to 47 meters

Mikko Pontinen (left) swam to 50m in a time of 2:18, while Anders Larsson of Sweden (right, and below) hit 63
meters, along with 4 other divers. This was the first of three Swedish CNF records for the day - it was followed with
Sebastian Naslund's 65m and Christian Ernest's 66m.

Christian Ernest putting some muscle into the armstroke. Below: athletes program their whole day around their
'official top time' the zero hour for their dive - Christian has written it on his hand, in which he holds the tag he
brought to the surface 3 minutes and five seconds later.

Above: having made stratospheric advances in training, it wasn't to be for Kerian Hibbs on the day. Attempting 72m
(after arriving at the World Champs with a PB of 55m), he blacked out just below the surface.

Christian Maldame (above left) and Guillaume Nery (right) on their way to 73m. Morgan Bourc'his (below left) also
announced the same depth, maximising the chances for all three French CNF divers to go through to the finals. It
paid off, and they will have a chance to improve on their depth on the 3rd December. Frederic Lemaitre, doctor and
coach for the French team is on the right.

For the first time in years William Winram announced a depth in CNF that was less than his training PB. 80m, in a
quick dive time of 2:58, and a new pan-American record for his favoured discipline.

William Trubridge was last to dive for the day, and had announced 85m. He was greeted on the surface by his new

wife, Britta.
all photos copywright Igor Liberti http://www.apnea.ch/

Women CNF heats
Perhaps it was the nerves of the first day of competition, or maybe the fact that so many of the women were bunched
at similar depths, vying for a spot in the finals. Of the 13 competitors, only 6 were awarded white cards, and the
Canadian safety divers had plenty of opportunity to rescue mermaids in distress...
There were some happy moments though, especially when Junko Kitahama (JAP) and Brigitte Banegas (FRA) set new
national records. Confident dives by Niki Roderick (NZL) and Jana Strain (CAN) sent a warning shot across the bows of
Natalia Molchanova, who will surely be challenged to go close to or past her world record in order to clinch the title in
the finals.

The first competitor at the AIDA World Championships 2009, Motoko Ishiwata, reading her depth off the official Suunto dive
computer, held by AIDA judge Marcello De Matteis.

aiming for the darkness...

Junko Kitahama celebrates her
new Japanese (and Asian) record of 48 meters, in a dive time of 2:11.

With a dive time exceeding three
minutes, Natalia Molchanova had some of the AIDA Canada safety freedivers worried during her ascent. She drifted
the last few meters of the ascent from 55 meters, and completed the surface protocol to claim a place in the finals.

The Vertical Blue dive rig seen
from below. The plaftorm is built from fibreglass by master boat builder Francis, of Chamcem boats here on Long
Island. The official competition zone is defined by a 6 meter square of rigid floating pipe.
All photos © Igor Liberti http://www.apnea.ch/

The games begin...
The AIDA Freediving World Championships have begun on Long Island in the
Bahamas, after a warm welcome by the local Bahamian officals and citizens at
the Clarence Town Community Center.
Mrs. Barbara Cartwright, a member of the Chamber of Commerce, and Sebastian
Naslund, chief organiser of the event, were the hosts for the evening. The
athletes entered with the flags of the nations they are representing, and stood
for the Bahamian national anthem, sung beautifully by Mrs. Maria Watkins. After
an invocation by Father Ernest Pratt of St. Paul's Anglican Parish, addresses were
made by Mrs. Salena Burrows, Minister of Tourism for Long Island, Mr. Mario
Cartwright, Vice Presiden of the Chamber of Commerce, Chief Councillor Mr Ian
Knowles, and Deputy Administrator Mr. Roderick Bowe. Mrs. Ramona Taylor gave
a vote of thanks, and announced the competition officially open!

The athletes assembled for the
photoshoot at the opening ceremony

The site for the 2009 AIDA Freediving World Championships: Dean's Blue Hole, Long Island, Bahamas.

The custom built Vertical Blue dive rig

A freediver making their descent
into the maw of the blue hole...

The last stroke before the freefall.
All photos courtesy Igor Liberti.

William Trubridge: training results
Many people have been asking, so I thought I'd simplify things by posting the dive profiles of my best performances in
CNF and CWT.

best CNF dive so far, 21/11/2009

best CWT dive so far, 22/11/2009
I have been training with copatriot Kerian Hibbs, who is doing a great job with safety, and this and the new glorope have allowed
me to push out the depths with confidence.
Two or three more training sessions to go and then the games begin...

STATE OF THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
Sebastian Naslund comments on the atmosphere 4 days out from the launch of the 2009 World Championships.
It has already started. Side by side every day on the diving platform the athletes are
competing indirectly against each other. Who is progressing towards a peak, who is
wearing himself out, who adds meters in training, who is stopped by lost mouthfuls,
BO´s etc? New suits are being tried out, new evaluation of weighting has to be done.
Its about finding a peak in performance after months of training aiming for this one
(or two) coming dives. And all the time the unspoken question: how much will it take
to get into the final, to be among the top 6, that gets a second dive to change final
ranking?
Some have arrived with personal goals. Maybe expressed in a general desire to
improve and set a competition PB, or be among the ten best. Others want to get as
close as possible to 100 meters, or even break that barrier. We have seven athletes
here that can dive to 100 meters with a monofin.
There have been some very ambitious athletes arriving early: William Winram, Jana
Strain, Herbert Nitsch, Robert King, Johan Dahlstrom, Kerian Hibbs, and of course
William Trubridge with the advantage of living here big parts of the year.
In a second wave we saw Guillaume Nery and the other french, Alexey Molchanov and
Natalia Molchanova.
The atmosphere around the ropes is as usual friendly, relaxed with that underlying tension of being part of a group of
people doing an adventure sport submerging to extreme depths. Depths that would gather the whole beach to watch
some years ago are now done rather nonchalantly. As Christian Maldame pushing for 90+ setting off with only his safety
Patrick B aware of the magnitude of the dive. Christian coming up slightly upset that his dive alarm preparing him for
mouthfill at 30, beeped at 70.
Other athletes are more secretive about their training. William Winram always setting the rope at 100 (psychological
reasons?) turning by feeling or depth alarm. And every day (almost) Trubridges´ dives done with lots of whisperings
and hiding of rope markings by his safety diver Kerian and morally supporting wife Britta. We are talking 90´s here I
believe.
And day after day Herbert going down to 100 meters and usually pulling himself up, sticking to his strategy of only
really pushing it on comp day. Most divers dive according to a 3 days diving and one day off. Guillaume Nery adding a
day off after a confusing incident where he pushed himself in a 80+ dive in CNF, doing his in-water O2 deco for seven
minutes breathing heavily after the dive - resulting in symptoms resembling DCS, but turning out to be hyperoxia.
Otherwise no major setbacks seen so far. Kathryn McPhee trying to push her squeeze level deeper, Alexey Molchanov
training at PB levels in CNF, failing once due to too little rest.
You can not get lost on Long island. There is one long paved road going on for hours. And while driving along this road
you soon become aware of the many churches: assembly of god, first church of god, church of Christ, seventh day
Adventists, Anglican church. One senses some level of competition here as well.
In such a "god-fearing" country it seems appropriate that the opening ceremony next Wednesday the 25th November
will be started with an invocation by Father Ernest Pratt from St. Paul's Anglican Parish.
After that it will be like Umberto Pelizzari once said: "I seek god at the bottom of the ocean." (free quote) In this case
the bottom of the Deans Blue Hole. One last training day on the 26th and the next day the womens CNF qualification
heat where we expect Natalia Molchanova, Sara Campbell, and Kathryn McPhee to come out with a lead.
freedivers at Chez Pierre's

The contenders dining at Chez Pierre - 5 star food on a tiny island. Photo © Ryuzo Shinomiya http://blog.apneaworks.com/

Long Island prepares for the World Champs
10 days are left before the opening of the 2009 Aida Freediving World Championships. Many of the hopeful medallists
have already arrived in the Bahamas, and have quickly begun their campaigns with dives past 100m in CWT and beyond
70m in CNF.
After being lashed by 35 knot winds - the coat tails of Hurricane Ida - the weather on Long Island has finally calmed,
and the surface of Dean's Blue Hole is once again a mirror that reflects and contains the hopes of the freedivers
preparing on the dive platform.

photo © Chris Marshall
The main organizer, Sebastian Naslund, and his assistant Filip, arrived after navigating the width of the Caribbean,
surfing down giant swells in a tiny sailboat. Together with a dedicated team of coordinators, safety divers, medics and
photographers they will be responsible for moulding the event into the shape of a Swiss timepiece and ensuring the
athletes have the safest conditions possible for their freedives.
Already training groups have formed, between romantic partners, compatriots and friends. But even across the
borders of these groups there is still a spirit of generosity and sociability. Perhaps closer to the event the surreptitious
surveillances and rumor-mongering will begin, but for now the waters are calm and the Blue Hole is smiling on its
guests.
Over the weekend a team of local high school students descended on the blue hole beach to remove the seaborn
plastic that washes up on the sand and rake up the sargasso seaweed. Below are a couple of photos, with everything
being closely documented by a Japanese film crew.

